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SA Loses CKO
Bidding War
By Karyn Walker
Red River's hope of gaining
state-of-the-art radio broadcast
equipment met its death as bids
were made and the college was
defeated, in purchasing the assets
of bankrupt radio station CKO.
The Students' Association's bid
of 20 cents on the dollar for radio
equipment at CKO turned sour
after bids for the February 9
deadline closed off.
But games of politics and
friendship may have been a factor
in deciding the outcome of the
bidding, said SA Executive
Director Don Hillman.
"I heard through the grapevine
that the highest bids weren't
taken," he said.
But because CKO is privately
owned and not government, there
is no requirement for the company
to disclose who won the bids and
how much money was tendered.
"It's all confidential. You never
know who you lost to. They don't
take the lowest bid. They're under
no obligation to disclose the
tenders, like the government is,"
Hillman said.

"I'vebeen involved in a number
of tenders, and the fact is that a
dollar, even 50 cents, can make a
difference," he said.
But Hillman also said that
there's no point in fretting over
the loss because they'll never
know who they lost to or if the
bidding winners were decided
without bias.
CKO, the national all-news
radio station, went bankrupt six
months after its birth and closed
its doors Friday, Nov. 10, 1989,
leaving 250 broadcasters without
jobs.
The Agra owned station in
Winnipeg decided to liquidate its
assets at wholesale costs, and
informed the college about the
bidding on January 29.
Although the college lost out in
gaining the equipment and
production facilities at a cost
savings, plans for building a new
production studio and upgrading
CMOR are still in the works.
"You do what you can do, and
you can't do anymore. If not this
time, maybe next time," Hillman
said.

RING DAYS!
March 22 & April 3
at the ATO Booth

If your class, club or team requires specialized pins,
rings or has a new innovative design...NOW is the
time to get your order in to the Crazy Ox. Be proud of
your academic achievements and order now to avoid
delays due to die production time. For additional information, see Billy at the Crazy Ox. $50/deposit will
be requested with placement of order.

If your expectations are high, so is our technology
Your electronics diploma can be a passport to an
enriching and challenging career in the Canadian
Armed Forces. You may qualify for an entry plan
that offers progression at a faster rate of pay and
promotion. You could work with some of the most
sophisticated electronics systems in Canada and
continue to learn from some of the nation's best
specialists, have opportunities to travel, make
friends and be part of an important team.
It's worth talking about. Visit or
call your nearest Recruiting Centre
listed under 'Recruiting' in the
Yellow Pages.
Choose a Career, Live the Adventure.

THE
CANADIAN
ARMED FORCES
REGULAR AND RESERVE
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Onward,
Upward
The changing of the guards at
the Projector is well undenvayand what a relief it is.
I can only describe my stint as
editor as: great, exciting,
challenging, frustrating, awful,
and fun.
Sincerely though, I am very
glad to be moving on to other
things, but I am appreciative of
the opportunities that being the
editor of this paper has given me.
To the new editors I wish the
best of luck in the coming year. I
would also like to thank all of the
contributing writers who took the
time and effort to write articles
despite their hectic and
overloaded school schedule.
To my fellow worker bees:
Michelle,Randy and Doug. Well,
what can I say... you know—
you're the best!
Ciao!

Sexist Texts Here To Stay
And so the olde order chzmgeth
once again.
Since the Projector drew its
first breath as "MIT WRIT" in
the spring of 1964 (RRCC was
known as the Manitoba Institute
of Technology in those days),
some 300-odd issues have rolled
off the presses under the direction
of more than two dozen editorial
teams.
And I'll bet each and every
incoming Editor-In-Chief
wrestled with the problem of what
to write in that first Editor's
Column.
Just like me.
News and Entertainment
Editors Melanie Verhaeghe and
Louise Charette and I really have
a tough act to follow. I mean,
after the "Van Bruggen Buck"
and "(Gas) Bar Wars", just what
the heck do we do for an encore?
Thanks a heap, Kim. But don't
worry. We'll come up with
something.
And to Kim, Michelle, Randy
and Doug: Thanks from all of us
for the past year. It's been fun,
and it's been worthwhile. Good
luck out there in the real world.
Don't be strangers.
And for those of you still with
us: Watch these pages. Things
are gonna get interesting.

To the Editor,
First, there is a factual error in
Melanie Verhaeghe's article,
"Learning Material Audit" (Feb.
19, 1990). Student Council did
not approve any gender
guidelines, nor, I hope, would
they be foolish enough to do so.
Let us look at the historical
background of this Gender
Awareness Committee. The
Committee was ordered by Nancy
Sullivan, Assistant Deputy
Minister of Education, to come
up with guidelines in response to
political pressure by certain
Women's lobby groups.
The initiative or input for this
committee did not come from
within the college community,
but was a directive of the
Department of Education. The
college on its own has better th ings
to do with its time, budget and
manpower.
Nancy Sullivan's track record
on these issues would not •varrant
one laying odds on success. Her
initiative to provide night school
daycare, despite college input
from the Daycare Director, the
Daycare Board, and the Students'
Association, was a disaster.
Thankfully, the deficit incurred
from having two staff care for
two children was picked up by
the Department of Education
(taxpayers) and not by the
Daycare budget.
The Learning Materials Audit
is very rem in iscent of the Monkey
Trials in the United States. Books

mentioning evolution were
banned or the offending sections
removed. We have to think and
express ourselves only the way
the censoring body warrants.
RRCC will not accept books
unless written in their approved
style. Ridiculous for an
educational institute.
The two issues that are
redundant at the numerous
committees that I attend at the
college are lack of budget and
lack of S.Y.s (service years), a
government synonym for staff.
Given the fact that 8100 million
dollars is being cut from health
and education, I am sure the
college can make better use of
staff and time than going on
gender witch hunts with Nancy
Sullivan.
The ramifications are that
various courses will have to take
the offending bias out of their
materials. Child Care usually uses
the female gender, trades and
technology—the male gender.
The question is, will large
publishing houses change their
books for Red River Community
College? Not likely.
Given the choice between
excellent technical manuals or
texts with gender bias, and
mediocre manuals or texts, will
our instructors really have a
choice? Every time the library
obtains a technical or reference
manual, will they have to phone
the appropriate department for

their expertise as to its educational
value versus its gender bias?
Obviously, we should phone or
write General Motors and request
that the training videos they
supply should depict female
mechanics or we will not take
them. But what of other lobbying
groups such as visual minorities,
natives and the handicapped?
Do we have a gender committee
because it is one of the Assistant
Deputy Minister's area of
interest? The other lobby groups
mentioned have what they feel
are legitimate concerns.
Also, abig beef to the M.G.E.A.
for seconding the motion at the
Executive Committee to
implement the genderpolicy. Did
they consult the instructors and
department heads who will be
burdened with implementing the
policy?
I long for the day the college
will be autonomous so that we do
not have to bow to political
pressure by special interest groups
outside the college. Hopefully,
the college will be autonomous
before next Christmas so that
CMOR does not have to play
"Frosty the Snowperson."

Don Hillman
Executive Director
Students' Association
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Retirement on its way for College President:
Ray Newman leaves with good memories
By Michelle Bailey
The plan was to retire at the end
of the academic year, August,
1989.
Ray Newman, President of
RRCC, was set to stick firmly to
that plan, until the offer to be head
honcho of the college came up.
Another plan was drawn up,
this time, retirement would be the
end of the academic year, August,
1990.
"The wife and I decided I
should end my job in 1989.
Everyone around the college was
aware that those were my plans,
so it wouldn' t have been a surprise
to anybody that I would be leaving
," Newman said.
"But things change," he added.
"I was going to retire because
of my health...I still have it," he
laughed. "This time though, the
retirement is definite."
Newman took over as acting
president when Gary Polonski left
that position in the fall of 1988.
Newman said he was only going
to hold the position temporarily
until a replacement was found.

"Where I took that job, I 11113 no
intentions of staying for more than
two or three months. I also didn't
apply for the job and I wasn't
going to apply," he said.
But, as things progressed,
Newman said the job started to
grow on him.
"Quite frankly, I really started
to enjoy it all. Before I took it,
Gary Polonski and I went through
what responsibilities came with it

and we worked very well
together."
Newman said the minister of
education, Len Derkach asked
him if he would like to have the
job on a full time, permanentbasis.
"I agreed to the offer after
speaking it over with my wife and
decided I would do it until 1990,
and then that would be it!"
"My plan is still unfolding
properly," he said.
The 56-year-old father of four
started his stint at the college over
20 years ago.
In May, 1969, the new section
of the college was just under
construction and the big change
was made from the name MITMIAA to Red River Community
College.
He started out as business
managerand worked his way into
assisting the superintendent while
the new college was getting
underway.
"At that time, the college had a
superintendent instead of a
president. I helped him out with
all of the administrative things
that need to be looked after."
From there, Newman went to
handling the personnel from all
three colleges (Red River,
Assiniboine, and Keewatin) and
then became the supervisor of
administrative services where he
remained for ten years.
Another career move came
along in 1978 when Newman
became the vice president of
student affairs, a position that he
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Correction
The February 19, 1990 article entitled "Learning Materials
Audit" should read the "executive council has approved piloting
guidelines..." not, "student council..."

Halltalk by Karl Nyyssonen
What do you do to get rid of pre-exam jitters?

held for another ten years.
"I guess you could say in ten
year blocks, it seems my career
has kind of changed even though
I was working within the college."
Newman said he really
enjoyed being the vice president
of student services because it
"gave the opportunity to work
with the life blood of the
college..the students."
"I dealt quite heavily with the
students association and the
students in general. I missed the
student interaction when the
student services split off and went
on their own. I felt good working
with the association."
In September, 1988, he took
over as acting president of the
college.
"Am! I haven't moved from
this office yet," Newman said.
Has Ray Newman been happy
with his latest career change?
"It definitely has it's ups and
downs," he said, "But there were
far more ups than downs. I work
with great people, great students,
and I'm so proud that I was
involved. I'm sure going to miss
the place."
So as the end of the academic
year quickly creeps up on
everyone at the college, Ray
Newman has ideas of how he will
start the beginning of his
retirement.
"My wife has always wanted a
Volkswagon camper. So, last year

WadeNerbas-Business
Administration
"With 40 exams a year, we're
used to it by now. We just go in
and write it. If you would have
asked us last year, we'd be a
nervous wreck."

Andrew Eisbrenner-C.A.P.
"I consume pineapple juice and
Halls. You get all the sugar you
need."

Dave Couerough-C.A.P.
"I go to the bathroom. Right
before the exam for anxiety relief.
There's nothing worse than back
pressure while writing an exam."

Jean Moawad-C & I Sales and
Marketing
"You can never really get rid of
them [jitters]. So I eat a lot of
food, and call everyone else to
see how nervous they are. That
way you know you're not the
only one who's nervous."

Why work for peanuts
when you can sell them?

Ray Newman prepares to leave Red River and enjoy
the leisure dine lie has missed out on during his 21
years at the college.
we bought one and we're going to
pack it un, hop in, and head down
south."

Todd Antonation-Business
Administration
"I talk to my friends. At this
point, you either know it or you
don't. Right now I don't, so you
talk to your friends, relax, talk
about something else. You don't
really talk about what's on the
exam."

"Urn really looking forward to
having a lot of leisure time now,"
Newman said.

Fellow Nursing Student
Supports Complaints
Made About Course
To the Editor,
I am surprised that there was no
reaction to the "Ron Champagne
and his disillusionment with the
RRCC Nursing course" articles
published in December's
Projector. Champagne is not
alone in his disillusionment. Most
of us have too much invested to
risk speaking out.
I'm not a big Ron Champagne
fan, but I really feel your article
misrepresented him and his
grievances. You failed to mention
the fact that he was an excellent
student despite his physical
problems. In fact, your reporter's
poor grammar and spelling made
the man look like a fool.
Interestingly enough, there was a
remarkable recovery in style in
your rebuttal article. Whatever
became of journalistic integrity?
Champagne maybe a lot of things,
but he's not a fool.
The remark in your follow-up
article about not wanting a nurse

who couldn't score 80% on a
theory test is laughable. On one
of our theory tests only one person
in our grou p passed (the pass mark
is 80%). That person never
attended classes. I don't know
what that says to you, but it says
a lot to me about the quality of the
tests and the instruction. These
tests are tricky reading tests that
don't seem related to the lectures
or the modules. I don't think
its[sic] fair to evaluate us as nurses
based on getting 80% on a reading
test. What does reading ability
have to do with being a good
nurse? We should be judged by
our clinical performance, not our
reading ability. If we don't get
80% in Nursing Theory, we're
OUT...we fail.
I suppose its[sic] fine for a
recent high school grad, but it
doesn't seem fair to those of us
who are upgrading our L.P.N. to
RN and haven't been "students"
for years. To me, its[sic] indicative

of the Nursing department's
attitude toward mature students
and L•P.N.s—they don't want us.
They are only interested in
equality with the universities'
B.N. program. Since when was
RRCC in competition with the U
of Ni?
I agree with Champagne! The
nursing course, the tests, the
instructors, and the way nursing
students are treated at RRCC
stinks. I quit a good job to come
back here just to be treated badly
by uncaring, insensitive
instructors and administrators.
Since I want to graduate, I won't
sign this.

Disillusioned Too
P.S. The passing mark in nursing
theory at the teaching hospitals is
60%. What does that say to you?

Starting your own business is one way to

for Students, any branch of the Royal Bank of
Canada or the National Bank of Canada.

guarantee yourself a job this summer.
If you're a full-time student returning to

Just come to us with your idea, and we'll see

school this fall and legally entitled to work in

what we can do about putting you to work for

Canada, Employment and Immigration Canada's

someone you really like. You.

Challenge '90 Program is offering loans of up

Call toll-free 1 800 361-2126.

to $3,000 to help you start a business.
Details are available at any branch of the
Federal Business Development Bank, Canada

lel
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WFG Unveils Three Local Films

Romeo
and
Juliet.
Shakespeare's timeless tale of
tragic love.
In a stunning performance, the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet brought
this story of two lovers to life.
From props and ornate
costumes, designed by Toer van
Schayk, to Rudi van Dantzig's
choreography, everything worked
together to create the illusion of
old Verona.
True to Shakespeare's intent in
this drama of ill-fated young love,
the van Dantzig interpretation was
witty as well as involving, and the
RWB performed it with a sincerity
that touched many hearts.
The music, written by Serge
Prokofiev, was a powerful and
moving force, and complemented
the passionate dancing brilliantly.
But principal dancer Evelyn
Hart (Juliet) stole the show.
Her youthful enthusiasm, her
innocence, and her growing
awareness of love touched many
in the capacity crowd at the final
performance.
She crafted 13-year-old Juliet
to such a fine point that it was
possible to feel her transformation
into womanhood, her anguish
after Romeo's departure, and the
arrival of her fiance, Count Paris.
While she says Juliet was not
difficult technically, Hart worked
that to her advantage and finetuned her sensitive portrayal. She
showed amazing stamina and
energy during the three-hour
performance.
Rex Harrington, from the
National Ballet, portrayed an
endearing Romeo to create the

Stephen Hyde plays the courageous Romeo in RWB's "Romeo and Juliet"
ultimate supercouple.
Hart and Harrington were very
convincing together, a result of the
famous chemistry that was evident
during the sensuous balcony and
morning-after scenes.
Perhaps the only disappointing
part of the performance was the
choreography at the end when
Romeo found Juliet in the Capulet

John Kozak has outdone
himself with his latest film Dory,
which looks and feels like a
conventional Hollywood thriller.
The only difference is that
Kozak's budget was &Out
S150,000, a fraction of the cost of
a comparable Hollywood flick.

Donna Lewis and Roscoe
Handford deserve the highest
praise for their very convincing
performances. Their acting ranks
with the work of Glenn Close
and Meryl Streep.
At the beginning of the film,
the viewer feels for Dory but as
the story progresses, the
sympathy is transferred to her
sister.
The ending is totally
unpredictable.
Both the setting and the
costumes are simple, but it is this
simplicity that makes Dory so
believable.
The high quality of these three
new films offers proof that local
film-makers are producing work
which can compete with bigbudget Hollywood offerings.

crypt. Instead of the raw emotion
expected, Harrington seemed to
slide through the motions of
distress.
His decision to comm it suicide
came very abruptly—minutes
after finding Juliet dead—
without showing the anger,
sorrow and confusion that were
expected.

KARN D. SANDY,
C.M.A.
Executive Director — Bends
Workers Compensation IS
W MOM

By Lori Cassidy
There are a number of
comedic moments in the film.
The children being photographed
are really the stars. D'Cruz's
photos are shown in the film, and
it is this that makes The Actor so
much fun to watch.
Paskievich is nota newcomer
to the film industry. He has made
films for the National Film Board
and has won many awards. He is
also considered to be a worldclass photographer.

IF...ARRIVALS
Latest jewelery in store now
Vintage clothing & accessories
everyday til month-end.

PLUS

•

IF...tees & tanks: wild images &
colours
Postcards: over 125 new designs
Sunglasses: great styles!
Shorts, bowling shirts, military
clothing, Soviet gear, much more.

IF
you have to get dressed in the morning...
847 CORYDON Mon - Sat 11 - 6/Fri til 8

475-4375

fence

By Karen P.M. Hiebert

Roscoe Handford as the distraught sister in John Kozak's new film Dory.

The Winnipeg Film Group
celebrated the world premiere of
the latest work by Winnipeg filmmakers at Cinematheque on
March 2.
Darrell Varga's film
Messages began the presentation.
Messages is Varga's first film,
although he has worked in video.
The film contains some
beautiful images, but at the same
time its unconventionality is
difficult to follow. Some people
like poetry but those who do not,
will have difficulty understanding
Varga's film as it is a kind of
visual poetry. He shows a great
deal of promise.
TheActor, anew film by John
Paskievich, is a wonderful
documentary on a day in the life
of baby photographer Ken
D'Cruz.

• o

Early in her career, Karn Sandy set her sights on a position in Senior Management. Just
days after gaining her designation as Manitoba Gold Medalist, Karn set upon a well planned
career path, building her management skills in a high technology program environment.
Karn, who is the past Chairperson of Professional Development for The Society of
Management Accountants of Canada and has been recently elected to the National Board,
states "The C.M.A. designation gave me the credibility to be considered for the types of
positions in which 1 was interested, in program development and implementation."
As Executive [Director of the Benefits [Division for the Workers Compensation Board of
Manitoba, Karn was instrumental in the planning and implementation of the reorganizing of
the Claims, Vocational Rehabilitation, and Medical Services [Departments, within a
multi-disciplinary team approach to case management of approximately 55,000 compensation
claims filed annually.
The new executive team within the board places special emphasis on information systems
planning, development of policy and administrative guidelines, extensive human resource
development, change management within a co-operative management union framework, and
the effective and efficient administration of its programs.

Hart was more expressive when
she discovered her lover, but the
moment had already lost much of
its dramatic potential.
For possibly the most important
scene in the performance, it sped
by too quickly. It was a letdown.
Nevertheless, an appreciative
audience sighed and sniffled

throughout the performance, and
gave the dancers a well-deserved
standing ovation.
The RWB was successful in
giving a sensitive testimony to
the power of true love in this
dramatic portrayal of Romeo and
Juliet.

ORAL SEX
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that's where the fun begins.
The writing is sharp and
creative. It examines the frailty of
friendship and shows how people
can disregard feelings and
completely disrupt your life.
The pairing of Rob Lowe and
James Spader works beautifully.
After all the Rob Lowe jokes
have been said, his performance
is a compelling and believable
one. He plays a sinister friend,
Alex, who has no morals and lives
the fast life. Alex is a person who
reflects the new attitudes of the
'80s and the decadence regarding
family, friends and lifestyle. This
is his best movie performance.
James Spader continues his
masterful acting skills. After
missing an Oscar nomination for
his recent role in sex, lies and
videotape, James plays Michael
Boll, a successful businessman
who has a conservative lifestyle.
Michael is torn between his good
and evil sides. His portrayal shows
the audience how captivating
greedand power is.

Rob Lowe is hazardous to James Spader's health in the psychological thriller Bad Influence

Lowe Reaches New High in Bad Influence
By Chris Zuk
Too often a movie tries to
become a serious suspense drama
and fails. Badinfluence is a spinechilling thriller that actually

works.
The movie is set in Hollywood.
Director Curtis Hanson (Bedroom
Window) presents a " M jam i V ice"

style but with a storyline. It is a
fast-paced movie that shows the
dark side of our personalities.
Screenwriter David Kocpp has

written a talc about two passing
friends. M ichael and Alex become
friends overnight. Alex starts to
take Michael around the town and

The movie follows the two
'friends' through their escapades
which eventually reach a climax.
The ending is intriguing and will
leave the audience questioning
their beliefs and attitudes.
This movie was a pleasant
surprise. It is a suspenseful action
film with a storylinc that does not
bog down. If you're into action
and mystery, Bad Influence is the
movie to see.

lAttgeyntst Association presents
ANG ATTRACTIONS for MARCH/APRIL 1990
STUDENTS'A

2nd year Ad Art
students' show

2nd term of low
impact aerobics
begins in N. Gym
-

"Experimental
Flights" opens at the
Western Canada
Aviation
Museum.

20

Psychic Dan
Valkos 12-1 pm;
Tower Lounge
Student Council
Meeting 4pm
Library
Boardroom

ISCF
Guest Speaker
12-1 pm; Tower
Lounge

Kerry Anderson
Band
12-1 pm
Tower Lounge

21

22

AM-JAM 1990
Red Cross Blo od Donor Clinic
9 - 3:30 pm; South Gym

Executive elections
open

26

There's something new
on the scene to keep
Red River clean—

27

28

29

ARM WRESTLING CONTEST
11:3 - 1 pm daily in the Tower Lounge.

3

4

Entry deadline for
co-ed volleyball
intramurals

UNS

on

1. A nun in high heels is featured in
this Alfred Hitchcock film.

A. The Devils

B. Bedazzled

3. Debbie Reynolds portrays a singing
nun in this film.

C. The Singing Nun

4. Mary Tyler Moore plays a nun in
this Elvis film.

D. The Lady
Vanishes

DID YOU KNOW...
AThe Assiniboia Inn dining room is now open for reasonably priced, gourmet evening dining. Call 632-2594 for reservations.
AThis terms' evening courses begin April 9; registration starts March 24. Schedules available in C-116.
AThere are 4 positions open in the SA Executive elections. Interested? Nomination packages are at the SA office, DM20.
AEntry deadline for men's and women's arm wrestling contests is March 30.
ARed River has a new sexual harassment policy and an advisor to administer it. Her name is Kim Marsh-Fernando. Call 632-2271 or visit her in Room D-101.
A DAVID WILCOX rocks RRRCC's South Gym on March 30! It's one of just two Winnipeg shows, so get your tickets early!

6

Sister Euphemia
of the Five Wounds

Sister Inviolate of the
Immaculate Conception

5. Eric Idle and Robbie Coltrane
appear as nuns on the run in this
motion picture.

E. The Flying Nun

$1,000,000

6. The nuns in this film included
trampolining among their things to do.

F. Change of Habit

REWARD

7. Sally Field portrays Sister Bertrille
in this '60s sitcom.

G. The Sound of
Music

WIN!

8. This Ken Russell film features 17th
century possessed nuns.

H. Airport 1975

9. Julie Andrews portrays a singing
sister in this musical.

I. Nuns on the Run

NAME THOSE NUNS:

Nominations for SA
Executive elections
close

WANTED

2. Shirley Maclaine plays a prostitute
masquerading as a nun in this film.

30

Scott Jones
11-1 pm; Tower

5

present

10. Helen Reddy was strong and
invincible as a nun in this classic
disaster film.

Comedian

watch for it!

2

23

David Wilcox
Social!
8-1 am; South Gym

Amateur band contest; 12-1 pm daily in the cower Lounge
Nominations for SA

Entry deadline for
Intramural floor
hockey

Por
Veit

and

Match the above cinematic sisters with the film and/or
television shows in which they appear. As long as you
make six successful matches, you are eligible to win!
Simply print the letters beside the film/TV titles in the
appropriate blank spaces on the entry form. Be sure to
include your name and phone number and rank your
prize preferences (1,2 or 3). Then leave the entry form
in the pink Projector box in the Students' Association
office, Room DM20. Winners will be notified by phone.

Entry Deadline is Friday, March 23, 4 pm.
One entry per person please.

For the ROBBERY of

One of 20 Nuns on
the Run
T-shirts or one of 20
Nuns on the Run
pairs of shoelaces!

2 0th

WIN!
One of 20 free passes
to the screening of
20th Century Fox's
Nuns on the Run at
the Garrick Theatre
on March 28!

J. Two Mules for
Sister Sara

r

Name
Phone Number

Yes, I can name those nuns:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

My prize preferences are as follows (rank 1, 2, 3):
Shoelaces
Double Passes
T-shirts

Monday, March 19, 690
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University
Education

Ask about the Canadian Forces Regular Officer Training Plan for
Men and Women.
• have your education paid for by the Canadian Forces at a
Canadian military college or a mutually selected Canadian
university upon acceptance.
• receive a good income, tuition, books and supplies, dental and
health care and a month's vacation if your training schedule allows.
• choose from a large selection of programs.
• have the opportunity to participate in a number of sporting and
cultural activities.
• on graduation, be commissioned as an officer and begin work in
your chosen field.
For more Information on plans. entry requirements and
opportunities. visit the recruiting centre nearest you
or call coiled — were in the Yellow Pages," under
Recruiting.

Midnight Oil has a hard task in
following up their last album,
Diesel and D ust. Blue Sky Mining
is an album that reaffirms their
position as a political band.
This album will take a few
listens before you can appreciate
it. There are no "Beds Are
Burning" singles, but there is a
distinct turn to a harder sound.
The album cuts down the band
into an acoustic/bare-boned rock
and roll band. Lead singer Peter
Garrett's vocals are prominent.
The words seem to have more
power and a serious angst to them.
The songs feel more personal and
compassionate. The backing
vocals are intertwined to emit a
collective power to their songs.
The album shows that the band
has expanded its messages.
The first single, "Blue Sky
Mining," talks about the suffering
of Australian steel miners. They
comment, "And if the blue sky
mining company won't save me/
Who's going to save me?"
"S tars of Warburton", "Bedlam
Bridge" and "Forgotten Years"
explain about simpler times and
not to forget them. But the songs
have two sides and also preach
about the changing times and the
problems that plague the world.
They talk about war, drugs, media
exploitation, morals of society and
politics.
One of the most compelling
songs is "River Runs Red". It
talks about environmental
concerns and gets to the crux of
the matter. They sing, "You've
taken what's good from the
ground but left precious little for
me/But the dollar is driving us
still."
Blue Sky Mining showcases the
band's considerable song-writing
strengths. Midnight Oil is not
afraid to write compelling and
intelligent songs. The band does
not compromise its music for
anyone.
Midnight Oil has resisted the
temptation of commercial
success. With this album, we see
a band further emerging as
spokesman for the plights of the
world and a band that shuns
corporate ideology.

Chris Zuk

INFORMATION
ON THE PROPOSED GST
AND STUDENTS.
■ Under the proposed GST*
most students will qualify for
the GST Credit and will be
better off than they are now
under the present Federal
Sales 'Pax.

■ NO GST charged for

■ NO GST charged on fees

groceries; food services
included in residence fees or
long-term meal-plans.

by publicly-funded colleges
and universities if the
courses lead to diplomas or
degrees.

■ NO GST charged on lab
courses and mandatory
computer courses leading to
a diploma or a degree.

■ NO GST charged on compulsory student-association
and athletic program fees.
*The GST legislation is
currently being considered
by Parliament.

occupational skill courses
such as secretarial schools,
trade schools and business
colleges.

White Lecture Theatre
General Information Session:
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Room D-103

Canada!
Number Fat Donald Street South. Winnipeg. Manitoba P31. 217 (204) 477-.1256, 1-800-282-0001

Lab
Technicians

Here's your chance to really make a difference. If you are a
Registered Laboratory Technologist with the Canadian Society
of Laboratory Technologists you can begin a rewarding career
in the exciting medical division of the Canadian Armed Forces.
As a vital member of one of our hospital teams, your future
will include:
• an opportunity for subsidized university training in medical
laboratory science.
• a competitive starting salary ($28,000)
• ongoing job security with an attractive benefits package.
For information on plans, entry requirements and
opportunities. visit the recruiting centre nearest you
or call coiled without obligation — we're in the
Yellow PagesT" under "Recruiting".

■ NO GST charged on basic

"By simply purchasing UNICEF cards and gifts
UNICEF was able to bring
clean water to our village.
We thank you with our lives."

Choose a Career, Live the Adventure.

CANADIAN FORCES
ARMEES
ARMED
CANADIENNES
FORCES

■ NO GST charged on
residential rents including
university residences and
boarding houses.

Regular and Rise

Regulitre et

de nose

i -es
unicef W
Canad

For a new full-colour brochure, contact:
UNICEF Canada, 443 Mount Pleasant Rd.
Toronto, Ontario M4S 21.8 (416) 482.4444
OR call toll-free 1.800-268-3770 (Operator 741)

■ NO GST charged on
scholarships and bursaries,
loans and many other financial services; health and
dental care (including
prescription drugs, glasses
and contact lenses); and
municipal transit fares.

al`—
FOUNDATIONS
I I. I

Call the GST Info Line toll-free now for the
informative pamphlet: Information for Students.
1 800 267-6620 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.—Fri.

•Calculus
•Statistcs
'Business Math
Physics
Pinancial Math
•Economics
'Trigonometry
'Accounting
' Computer Pr.
•Business Courses
'Word Processing 'Science
' Electronics
'English

Telecommunications device for the hearing impaired: 1 800 267-6650

General Adult Upgrading

Canada's GSM Information you should know.
I.1

Speaker Presentation: 12:00 Noon

The Certified General Accountants Association of Manitoba

One-to-One Tutorials

Department of Finance Ministere des Finances
Canada Canada

FLoguliere et de reserve

Thursday, March 29th, 1990

Who should attend:
All students interested in embarking on an
Accounting or Financial Management related career
path are welcome.

CANADIAN FORCES
ARMED
ARMEES
FORCES
CANADIENNES
Regular and Resent

QB

Association staff and CGA/RRCC graduates will be on
hand to discuss exemptions and career opportunities
in Finance and Management.

Choose a Career, Live the Adventure.

Midnight Oil-Blue Sky
Al in ing (C ol umbia)-

ilD

Canad3

'Reading
•Writing
•Mathematics
•ESL

'Essay Writing
•Study Skills
•Spelling
•Speed Reading

DOWNTOWN
TUTOR CENTRE
783-0283

STUDENT
COUNCIL
MEETING
Wed. March 21
4:15 pm
Room D101

Deadline for additions to the
agenda is Monday, March 19.

RED RIVER'S POWER STATION

STATION MANAGER
WANTED
Applications will be
accepted at the
Students' Association
Office Room DM20 until
April 2, 4 pm.

The space for this a dis p rovide dby t his p u b lica tion.

Monday, March 19, 1990
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Finals all day Friday, April 6
WEIGHT CLASSES*:
MEN"S RIGHT
0-150
151-175
176-200
201-over

MEN"S LEFT
0-150
150-over

WOMEN"S RIGHT
0-135
135-over

March
26 -- 30
For the undiscovered
amateur on campus.
In conjunction with
Red River College's
Students' Association.

Page 14

Monday, March 19, 1990

Monday, March 19, 1990
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JOBS

HEY, AD ART students!
Aspiring writer seeks cartoonist
for upcoming strip project.
Contact Don cio the Projector.
Typists. 5500 weekly at home.
Information? Send SASE to C.
Merrells, 121 Ravelstonc Ave. W

[alit;

woo
FOR

THERAPEUTIC DONOR INSEMINATION PROGRAM

RR Wpg, MB, R2C-1V8.
Summer Jobs: Applications are
now being accepted for summer
jobs on cruiscships, airlines and
resorts. No experience necessary.
For more information send $2
and a SASE to: World Wide
Travel Club, Suite 1407, 5334
Yonge St., Toronto, ON, Iv12N-

QUALIFICATIONS:

MARRIED (preferably with children)
UNDER 35 YEARS OF AGE
GOOD HEALTH
NO HISTORY OF AN STD
AGREE TO MEDICAL EXAM

COMPENSATION:

$50.00 PER SPECIMEN

6M2.
TownfGladsteSimg

Women's Basketball Champions "B.A. Bouncers"

Pool Commitee is now accepting
applications for position of Pool
Supervisor for 1990 summer
season. Qualified applicants may
apply in writing to Recreation
Director, Box 659, Gladstone,
MB, ROJ-OTO. Include
qualifications and expected salary
with resume. Deadline for
applications is Feb. 19.
Employment to commence May
1990.

4- APPLY IN WRITING TO:

THE T.D.I. PROGRAM
DEPT. OF OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
59 EMILY ST.
WINNIPEG, MB R3E OW3
TEL 787-3684

1( ALL APPLICATIONS TREATED IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

The Red Cross in co-operation with
R.R.C.C. is holding a

BLOOD DONOR CLINIC
Tue March 28 & 29 26
South Gym
9:00 am 3:00 pm

*Wheelchair shuttle service
to and from South Gym.

Men's Basketball Champions "Pinoy

Giving the "Gift of Life" is one of the most unselfish things you can do for your fellow human
beings, and for yourself...it may be your or a family member in need one day.

Women's Badminton Champion - Sharon Campbell

Men's Badminton Champion- Mark Michalvshen

